Family and School Condition Toward Student English Achievement
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ABSTRACT

The school environment is also an inhibiting factor for students. For example, the way the lesson is presented is not good. In addition, there are still many parents who ignore the education of their students. This has an impact on students' low English skills. This study aims to analyze family and school conditions on students' English achievement. This research is a correlational study. The research subjects were all students of the class with 24 students. The method used to collect data is observation, interviews, and questionnaires. The instrument used in data collection is a questionnaire. The technique used to analyze the data is descriptive qualitative statistics, and quantitative. The study results are that family conditions have a positive effect on learning achievement in learning English. This shows that when family conditions improve, student achievement will also increase. The school environment is also an inhibiting factor for students. Thus, the learning process occurs not only between teachers and students but also with other sources. One of the subjects that students get is a foreign language. A language is a tool for expressing meaning through language words and vocabulary. English is a communication tool orally and in writing. In English lessons, all students must learn four basic skills, namely listening, speaking, reading, and writing.

1. INTRODUCTION

Education is the most crucial element and must be adequately considered by every citizen. Through education, people will develop their abilities and skills. Education will lead a person in a better direction. One of the activities obtained during participating in educational activities is learning. Learning is a combination element composed of facilities, equipment, and procedures that influence each other to achieve maximum learning goals. In the learning process, there will be an interaction between students and teachers. Thus, the learning process occurs not only between teachers and students but also with other sources. One of the subjects that students get is a foreign language. A language is a tool for expressing meaning through language words and vocabulary. English is a communication tool orally and in writing. In English lessons, all students must learn four basic skills, namely listening, speaking, reading, and writing.
Listening is a listening skill to be used in English. The primary purpose of speaking ability is to convey messages to others, namely being able to communicate in a language (Botova et al., 2019; Yusuf & Mabagits, 2020). Writing skill is considered the most challenging skill compared to other language skills. Writing skills are needed by students. Reading is an activity that is very complicated or complex because it depends on the language skills of the learner and the level of the offer. The purpose of someone reading is to understand or understand the content of the message contained in reading as efficiently as possible (Chotitham & Wongwanich, 2014; Creed et al., 2012; Moghadam et al., 2021). English language skills must be mastered by students so that students can compete internationally. The ability to speak English can also be used by students who later in the world of work.

One of the institutions that influence students to influence achievement is the school. The school environment is sometimes also an inhibiting factor for students. For example, the way the lesson is presented is not good, the teacher-student relationship is not good, the relationship between students is not happy, and the learning tools in the school are not complete will affect students' skills (Arianti et al., 2019; Dianay Putra et al., 2019; Prabaningrum & Putra, 2019). Based on preliminary research by interviewing one of the English teachers at SMPN 2 Sungaipua on March 14, 2019, it was found that learning achievement in English was still inadequate and often decreased. The decline in learning achievement can be seen from the daily test scores and mid-semester scores which are still relatively low for minimum completeness requirements. This shows that student achievement is not by the minimum completeness criteria (KKM).

Based on the results of interviews conducted with teachers, it was found that there were still many parents who ignored the education of their students. Many parents object when students are required to buy learning books to support the materials they need. Therefore, students are not optimally involved in the learning process. Parents do not mind if there is an invitation from the school to attend a meeting or distribute report cards. Some of them did not come or asked others to come on their behalf. As a result, these parents do not know their children's development and learning abilities at school. Based on the interviews with several students, it was found that the learning facilities in schools were not complete. There were still many who did not have the textbooks and dictionaries needed in English learning activities. There are not enough books in the library. The laboratory at the school also does not have internet facilities. The lack of these facilities will hinder student learning progress because learning facilities supporting teaching and learning outcomes become inefficient. Some students who like the teacher who teaches them also like the lesson, and some do not like the teacher. They do not like the lesson either.

Teachers must be responsible for the results of children's learning activities through learning. This is because the teacher is a factor that influences the success or failure of the learning process (Nurlaily et al., 2019; Tsai et al., 2020). Teachers must master the principles of learning and master the material to be taught (Verner et al., 2013; Wongwanich et al., 2014). In other words, the teacher must create the best possible learning conditions so that students can learn quickly (Erichsen & Reynolds, 2020; Soisangwaran & Wongwanich, 2014). Teachers hold various types of roles that must be carried out as a teacher. The role of teachers in improving the quality of education is one of the steps that can be taken to improve and advance human resources (Agustuna et al., 2019; Mudiyantun, 2019). In schools, teachers are present to devote themselves to humanity, in this case, students. Teachers are responsible for implementing the learning system to work well (Ambussaidesi & Yang, 2019; Schildkamp et al., 2020). Teachers are not only required to be able to stimulate their students to learn but also must be able to pay attention to the diversity that exists because the absorption capacity of students can vary, and the accumulation of previous learning experiences varies from one to another (Slade et al., 2019; Timmermans et al., 2019). Teachers also have a responsibility to see everything that happens in the classroom to help develop the child. In addition to teachers, parents also have an essential role in improving students' skills.

Parents are their children's primary and first educators because they receive their first education (Creed et al., 2012; Dong et al., 2020). Thus the first form of education is in the family. Parents or mothers and fathers play an important and very influential role in the education of their children. A mother's education for her child is a primary education that cannot be ignored at all (Cheung & Yin, 2021; Kuppens & Ceulemans, 2019). The responsibilities of parents to children include various things, including shaping a child's personality, not only in the physical order (material), also in mental (spiritual), moral, religious life in daily life (Cheung, SCheung & Kwan, 2021; Dong et al., 2020). This causes parents to be obliged to hone their children's skills from an early age so that their children's English skills or abilities become good.

The findings of previous research stated that teachers have an essential task to improve students' English skills (Agustuna et al., 2019; Alam & Lestari, 2020; Potvin et al., 2021). Other research findings also state that parents also have an important role in the formation of children's skills (Rosalina et al., 2010; Yulianginsih et al., 2020). There is no study on family and school conditions on students' English achievement. Based on the problems found by researchers in the preliminary study, this study aims to analyze the condition of family and school on students' English achievement. It is expected that families and schools can improve students' English language skills to have good English language skills.
2. METHOD

This research is correlation research. It is a research study that involves collecting data to determine whether and to what degree a relationship exists between two or more quantifiable variables. The object in this research is the 24 students from eight classes of students SMPN Sungaiipa academic years 2019/2020 which has one class. The methods used to collect data are observation, interviews, and questionnaires. The instrument used in collecting data is a questionnaire. The technique used to analyze the data is descriptive qualitative statistics, and quantitative.

The sought correlation analysis is the coefficient of correlation, which is the number that tells the degree of relationship between the independent variable (X) and the dependent (Y) variable or to determine the strength or weakness of the relationship between independent and dependent variables. Multiple correlation analysis is used to determine the degree of power of the relationship between all X and Y variables. T-test tests against coefficient regression, the test is done to determine the significance of role partial between independent variables and dependent variables by assuming that other independent variables are considered constant. If there is Ho acceptance, it can be inferred that there is no significant influence, whereas when Ho is rejected, there is a significant influence. This hypothetical statistical design tests whether there is any influence between the independent variable family condition (X1), school condition (X2) regarding learning achievement (Y).

3. RESULT AND DISCUSSION

Result

T-test was conducted to analyze the top management support, user involvement, education, and training partially on the performance of accounting information systems. Based on the statistical calculation by using SPSS 16.0. Before conducting the t-test (hypothesis) the researcher did the F test simultaneous with results that have been processed by using the SPSS application. Based on the results of data analysis, F =0.383 is bigger than 0.05. it meant that Ha was accepted and Ho was rejected, so that there was the influence between variable X1 and X2 toward Y or can be said that 0.383>0.05. After carried out the F simultaneous, the researcher did the t-test (hypothesis) that has been calculated by using the SPSS application.

Based on the result, Ho that “there was no significant correlation between family condition toward students English achievement at VIII grade SMP N 02 Sungaiipa” was rejected. Ha that “there was a significant correlation between family condition between student English achievement at VIII grade SMP N 02 Sungaiipa” was accepted. Based on the result, Ho that “there was no significant correlation between school condition toward students English achievement at VIII grade SMP N 02 Sungaiipa” was rejected. Ha that “there was a significant correlation between school condition between student English achievement at VIII grade SMP N 02 Sungaiipa” is accepted. Besides, can be seen from the diagram below the influence between variable X1 (Family condition), variable X2 (School Condition), toward variable Y (student achievement). It can be said that there is an influence of the family condition variable (X1) on the English learning achievement of class VIII students of SMPN 02 Sungaiipa (Y). There is an effect of the school condition variable (X2) on the English learning achievement of eighth-grade students of SMPN 02 Sungaiipa (Y). There is a simultaneous influence of family and school conditions on learning English subjects in class VIII SMPN 02 Sungaipau.

Discussion

The relationship between family environment and school environment on English learning achievement is 5.3%. This means that if the student's family environment supports and pays attention to the student's learning process, the school environment where students study in good condition can increase student achievement. Parents, mothers, and fathers play an important and very influential role in the education of their children (Cheung, SCheung & Kwan, 2021; Dong et al., 2020). Parents' education for their children is education based on love. The main task of the family for children's education is to lay the foundation for the child's view of life (Cheung & Yin, 2021; Kuppens & Ceulemans, 2019). The involvement of parents towards their children in the learning process is beneficial in increasing the child's concentration. This impacts the ability of children to increase (Sary, 2018; Sorek et al., 2020). So it can be understood that parents are fathers and mothers who are responsible for children's education and all aspects of their lives since children are tiny until they are adults. After parents, learning in schools is influenced by teachers.

There is a need for teaching strategies, both in providing subject matter and growing student motivation in the learning process, because students always have differences in interests, motivation, talents, and attention to lessons (Agustuna et al., 2019; Yulianingsih et al., 2020). Professional teachers have personal, social, intellectual, moral, and spiritual responsibilities. Intellectual responsibility is realized through mastery of various sets of
knowledge and skills needed to support their duties (Potvin et al., 2021; Yada et al., 2021). Good teachers also have adequate knowledge in the subjects they teach and continue to follow the progress (Mudiyantun, 2019; Sailer et al., 2021). Teachers must explain various information clearly and clearly, provide varied services, create and maintain momentum, use small groups effectively, encourage all students to participate, supervise, and even frequent students (Hafeez et al., 2020; Lawrence & Tar, 2018). This will increase students' enthusiasm for learning. In addition, teachers are required to make students responsible and encourage parental participation in advancing the academic abilities of their students (Soisangwann & Wongwanich, 2014; Tsai et al., 2020). A good teacher must be able to demonstrate skills in planning, have the ability to organize classes, and have the ability to cope with one or more class activities at the same time. This will affect the students' English language skills which will increase.

4. CONCLUSION

Besides, can be seen from the diagram below the influence between variable X1 (Family condition), variable X2 (School Condition), toward variable Y (student achievement). It can be said that there is an influence of the family condition variable (x1) on the English learning achievement of class VIII students of SMPN 02 Sungaipua (Y). There is an effect of the school condition variable (X2) on the English learning achievement of eighth-grade students of SMPN 02 Sungaipua (Y). There is a simultaneous influence of family and school conditions on learning English subjects in class VIII SMPN 02 Sungaipua.
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